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So from the off this hash had the makings of a great night, the hare (Fergie) announced with glee that although
the rain was all around they in fact had a bright and dry day to set the hash. Going on then to immediately get
in the excuses for the lack of “Dust” on the hash sighting drug addicted Dartmoor ponies for stealing the dust
mistaking it for Cocaine ha as if?. I think it more likely it was
the cheap Lidl disappearing flour that had been used.
The hash took off from the lower end of the Whitchurch
down and headed up to the pimple and that was where the
trouble started. We followed the trail down towards the
cricket ground and that was where it ended, casting around
we decided to follow the cricket boundary and back up
towards the pimple using “The Force” arriving above the
football pitch we saw the shorts way over towards the
crossroads so hared after them.
The shorts came across some very scary cows that
emerged from the undergrowth not at all happy to be disturbed, it transpired that there
were some very young calves in the bushes. All was then well apart from the very shiggy
multiple crossings of the stream at the bottom, so all in all a great hash. The
entertainment continued after the hash finished as K2 was left with a very nice set of VW keys and was about
to sell of a nice VW Van when it turns out that Scrotey and Gannet had both thought the other had the keys.
Tonight, was a special hash in that we were all invited back to Fergie’s for a BBQ in her
back garden. Sitting around the campfire (fire pit) watching the smoke happily choking
everyone downwind Naught Boy decided to earn his wings as a Firestarter!! Comments
please?
Congratulations to Windy on finishing the Peter Tavy mountain marathon first in his
class.
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Hash Mag Part two “The Jubilee Hash Weekend
What a fantastic weekend, a brilliant location, a great hash and a fantastic BBQ.
A very big thank you from all of us to all of them, from all the hash to all the Committee a great effort
from all to make it a great weekend. This was in many ways a trial run to see if it was a good venue
and a location that suited all. We will do it again.
A very sociable gathering of the group with tea, coffee and chat, the hash then took off across the open
moor, but a hash with a difference, at each check was a glue, a question to which when you had it you
added the first letter to the other first letters to spell out the anagram and so the answer.
As we were out in the “sticks” the hash started from a very different place and it was in a very new part
of the moor. All of us found it a refreshing change, the views were different, and it is a very quiet part
of the moors not used by many others. The hash route was a bit longer than the usual, it had lots of
water and a great of shiggy. We paused at “Crock of Gold”, a famous relic with great history, but more
on this later from Gannet.
Back at Bachelors Hall and after showers and Strava the beer was tapped and the BBQ well underway,
a fantastic chef in DoDo, burgers sausages and caramelised onions, A fantastic spread of salads and
puddings made by members of the hash completed the perfect meal.
When the burgers were done and the fire pit well alight, we were treated to “The Queens Alternative
Speech” Biff was the perfect speaker with great jokes and a professional delivery. We were fascinated
by a flypast by the Red Arrows. Followed by an
awards ceremony like no other!!!
First on the podium was Windy for the charge of
“money Laundering and tendering Foreign
Currency” he was awarded with a trophy!!!
Secondly Racey was awarded for “A Solo
Serenading Hot Rocks”, on his birthday in Spanish.
The next award was the award for the “funniest
face in a wig” a stiff competition between Gnashers
and Glani, Gnashers won it by a hair!!
Kevin & Ruth wrapped up the awards when they won the award for the best baby in the hash?
The evening just kept on giving,
following a brief closing speech by our
esteemed GM we closed around the
camp fire and in the gathering dark
Gannet gave us the fireside story of
Luke Mudge the Rabbit Net maker of
Royal Hill.
The evening drew on into the night with
chat, banter and beer a very sociable event indeed.
Sunday morning and the fun just went on and on, after a slow
start and many mugs of tea Bacon and egg baps were
produced in their thousands from the kitchen. The chefs were
a bit too over enthusiastic, and we managed to trigger the
smoke alarm system. This in itself was no bad thing only we
were unaware it was directly connected to Devon Fire Control
and the next we knew Princetown’s finest supported by the
Yelverton fire crew were at our doorstep !! After many apologies
and tea, bacon and egg baps the fire crew left with smiles on
their faces.
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Many left after breakfast for other Jubilee celebrations but the die-hard’s either took to a nice walk over
the moors or out on Mountain bikes to explore the wilds of King Tor. For myself it was the very first time
I had ever been on a mountain bike, and I thoroughly enjoyed it, thanks to the expert tuition of Dave
and Angela.
It was a great weekend enjoyed by all.
Dates for the diary: - Maker Camping weekend with K2 will be on the 9/10/11 September.
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